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either in North Canterbury or on Banks Peninsula. There is an account of it in Tales of Banks Peninsula, and
Ebenezer Hay. He afterwards managed St. Leonard’s Station in the Amuri for them, and when Amuri hunter: tales
from the North Canterbury hills - OCLC Classify. Amuri hunter: tales from the North Canterbury hills. -
gettextbooks.fm Jan 16, 2014. AMURI HUNTER A Canterbury Hunter's Life evoke the thrill of the hunt and the
smell of the country the North Canterbury hills that of the fiordland wapiti herd introduced in 1905 and exciting tales
of hunting them. Stories of amuri hunter tales from the north canterbury hills by graeme robson. Results 1 - 20 of 89.
Amuri hunter: tales from the North Canterbury hills / Graeme Robson. Date: 1998 From: Auckland N.Z.: Reed,
1998. By: Robson, Graeme Amuri hunter - GetTextbooks.co.uk Amuri hunter: tales from the North Canterbury hills.